Rialacha Fleadhanna Ceoil 2014

As amended at Congress 2013

1. Mission Statement: Fleadhanna Ceoil shall be held to propagate, consolidate and perpetuate our Irish traditional music, both vocal and instrumental, dance as well as An Teanga Gaeilge, by presenting it in a manner worthy of its dignity, and in accordance with the Aims and Objectives of Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann. It is not intended that competitions should be merely a means by which a competitor may gain a prize or defeat a rival, but rather a medium in which ‘these competitors may pace each other on the road to excellence’.

2. All competitions shall be traditional in character and in conformity with the Bunreacht of Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann.

3. Rialacha Fleadhanna Ceoil & Clár na gComórtas provide for all CCÉ Fleadh Competitions listed 1-49. The procedures, guidelines and rules outlined in Rialacha Fleadhanna Ceoil and Clár na gComórtas apply to all such competitions 1-49.

Competitions’ Numbers: Reference Guide: Please note Corresponding Age Groups A-K

Comp No: 1-17 Solo Competitions: Specific Musical Instrument Competitions
Comp No: 18-23 Solo Competitions: Specific Musical Instrument Slow Air Competitions
Comp No: 24-30 Ensemble Competitions: Duets/Trios/Grúpaí Cheoil/
Céili Bands/Marching Bands
Comp No: 31-34 Singing Competitions (Solo)
Comp No: 35-36 Whistling & Lilti ng
Comp No: 37-39 Newly Composed Songs(Irish& English), Newly Composed Tunes
Comp No: 40-43 Céili Dancing
Comp No: 44-47 Set Dancing
Comp No: 48 Rince ar an Sean Nós
Comp No: 49 Comhrá Gaeilge

4. Entry Procedure:

i) Entries, in Gaeilge if possible, shall be submitted to the Co. Secretary/ Rúnai Chondae via the CCÉ Branch Rúnai/ Branch Secretary, not later than a minimum of one month prior to the first day of the Fleadh competitions. Late entries shall not be accepted after the closing date.

ii) The fee structure is outlined on the Fleadh Entry Form.

iii) Fleadh Cheoil competitions are open to non-members of CCÉ- entries to be sent with the appropriate fee directly to the County Secretary/ Fleadh Secretary.

iv) Competitors may not enter in the name of their teachers or in the name of any other organization other than a Comhaltas Branch unit. Non-members of CCÉ should enter their name and home (as per residence) address.

v) Competitors, who are members of CCÉ, who qualify from County/Regional Fleadhanna to Provincial Fleadhanna/ from Provincial Fleadhanna to All-Ireland Fleadhanna, do not pay an entry fee to the Fleadh for which they have qualified but do pay venue admission charge at the Fleadh in question. Fleadh entry fees do not cover venue admission charges.

vi) Winners of Over 18 (D) Competitions, winners of Mixed Set Over 35 (47L) and Pipe Bands any Age (30E) at Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann in the previous year are ineligible to compete in the same competition, in the County / Regional or Provincial Fleadh, having as current All-Ireland Champions in these competitions, right-of-entry to the successive Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann. This does not apply to winners of Newly Composed Ballads, Amhráin Nua-Cheaptha and Newly Composed Tunes.

Please note the revised detail as per 2014 required on the entry form in relation to certain competitions, e.g., miscellaneous instrument, céili and set dancing.
5. Residency: In the case of all solo competitions, duet and trio competitions eligible competitors are confined to residents of the County or Region in which the Fleadh is being held. In the case of Céilí Dancing, Set Dancing, Céilí Bands, Marching Bands and Grúpaí Ceoil, it is recommended that as far as possible, these also be residents of the county or region. Competitors shall be deemed to be residents of the County or Region only if ordinarily resident in that County/Region for a period of not less than the previous six months prior to the date of the qualifying Fleadh. In the case of competitions for Newly Composed Ballads in Irish, Newly Composed Ballads in English, and Newly Composed Tunes, the composer must be a resident of the county or region.

6. Age Groups: The following age groups apply to Fleadhanna Ceoil Competitions.
A: Under 12: Under 12 years of age on 1st January prior to the Fleadh
B: 12-15: 12 to 15 years of age on 1st January prior to the Fleadh
C: 15 -18: 15 to 18 years of age on 1st January prior to the Fleadh.
D: Over 18: Over 18 years of age on 1st January prior to the Fleadh
E: Any Age
F: Under 18: Under 18 years of age on 1st January prior to the Fleadh
These age groups above A-F apply to all music, Instrumental and Vocal, and all Dancing Competitions- see list of competitions and relevant age categories.

L: Age Group L applies to Competition 47L only - Mixed Set Over 35: All members of the set must be over 35

G: Under 9: Under 9 years of age on 1st January prior to the Fleadh
H: 9 – 11: 9 to 11 years of age on 1st January prior to the Fleadh
I: 11 – 13: 11 to 13 years of age on 1st January prior to the Fleadh
J: 13 – 15: 13 to 15 years on 1st January prior to the Fleadh
K: 15 – 18: 15 to 18 years on 1st January prior to the Fleadh
The age categories G, H, I, J, K above apply to Comhrá Gaeilge Competitions

Clarification re age categories: References to age determination in respect of Fleadh Rules and Bunreacht an Chomhaltas are interpreted as follows: Example: If a person’s 12th birthday falls on Jan 1st then that person competes in the 12-15 age category and is similarly applied in respect of the other categories. In the event of a dispute, a certificate of age must be produced within 7 days of the competition, if requested by the County / Regional / Provincial / C.E.C. Rúnai. Failure to do so will entail automatic disqualification

i) In all Solo competitions, a competitor must compete in own age group only.

ii) In Duets, Trios, Céilí Bands and Grúpaí Ceoil competitions, a competitor may compete only once in any age group of the aforementioned competitions. A competitor may also compete in a higher age group, provided s/he changes instrument, but in Duets & Trios, a minimum of one competitor must be in the higher age category.

iii) In Céilí Dancing a maximum of two dancers in the case of 8 Hand Céilí Dance and a maximum of one dancer in the case of 4 Hand Céilí Dance are allowed to dance in the next higher age group only, regardless of whether they have danced in their own age group or not. i.e. two dancers for 8 Hand and one dancer for 4 Hand under 12 may dance 12/15 but cannot dance 15/18. The same applies for 12/15, 15/18 and Senior.

iv) In Set Dancing a maximum of two dancers in the case of full sets and a maximum of one dancer in the case of half sets are allowed to dance in the next higher age group only, regardless of whether they have danced in their own age group or not. i.e. Two dancers for full set dancing teams under 12 may dance 12-15 but cannot dance 15-18. Same applies for 12-15, 15/18, O 18

7. Categories / classifications of tunes as per Rialacha Fleadhanna Ceoil: Air (slow or lively), Reel, Polka, Hornpipe, March, Jig (double, single, slip), Slide, Set Dance, Mazurka, Planxty, Fling, Barn Dance, Schottische, Clan March
Fleadhanna Ceoil: Structures & General Procedures

26. Fleadh Cheoil: The official title for musical festivals sponsored by units of Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann shall be ‘Fleadhanna Ceoil’, singular ‘Fleadh Cheoil’. Fleadhanna Ceoil provide for the official Fleadh Cheoil Competitions, run under the auspices of CCÉ.

27. These Fleadhanna Ceoil constitute:
   a. The County Fleadh (Regional Fleadh in Britain)
   b. Provincial Fleadh/ Fleadh Cheoil Chúige
   c. The All-Ireland Fleadh/ Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann

28. Provincial Fleadhanna: For the purpose of these competitions there shall be Seven Qualifying Fleadhanna ‘Provincial Fleadhanna’ to Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann: Ulster, Munster, Leinster, Connacht, Britain and two in North America, Mid- Atlantic and Mid-West.) Qualifying Fleadhanna may also be held in such other overseas areas as are approved by the Central Executive Council (CEC/Ard Chomhairle).

29. Competitors from countries outside the seven qualifying ‘Provincial Fleadhanna’
   Competitors of a sufficiently high standard, normally resident in countries where no qualifying Fleadhanna are held should send written notification of their wish to compete at Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann and not later than one calendar month prior to the Fleadh.

30. Amendments- Rialacha Fleadhanna Ceoil: Proposals for the amendment of the Rules for Fleadhanna Ceoil shall be submitted to Congress 2016 and thereafter every three years.

31. Competition Venues: All competitions at Fleadhanna Ceoil shall be held indoors, apart from Marching Bands, which shall be held in outdoor arenas of 40 x 20 metres.

32. Video and Audio Recordings of competitions are expressly forbidden, without prior written permission of Competitor or Parent/Guardian on behalf of the competitor, if under 18. The organizing committee, or individual(s) nominated by such committee, shall consider all applications for such facilities.

33. Clár na gComórtas: The CEC shall from time to time, design a Clár na gComórtas, suitable for Regional, County, Provincial and All-Ireland Fleadhanna. This Clár, obtainable from CCÉ, 32 Cearnóg Belgrave, Baile na Manach relates to official Fleadh Cheoil competitions and its content is extracted from Rialacha Fleadhanna Ceoil

34. Prize-winners and Qualification to Provincial/All-Ireland Fleadh: Winners of First and Second prizes shall qualify from County Fleadhanna to Provincial Fleadhanna and from Provincial Fleadhanna to Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann, in the same year, together with a maximum of one other competitor in each competition, if the adjudicator is satisfied that the competitors have reached a sufficiently high standard in the appropriate grade. (See also Rule 49).

35. Copies of Adjudication Sheets shall be sent to the competitor on request, ten days after the Fleadh on the prepayment of €1 per sheet (plus postage). All original adjudication sheets shall be retained by the Fleadh/ Unit secretary for a three month period following Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann In the case of recommended 3rds copies of the sheets will be retained where the originals have been forwarded to Provincial/All-Ireland level.
**Competition Procedure re Competitors**

36. **Competitors must** perform in person, unless in Newly Composed Song, Amhráin Nua Cheaptha and Newly Composed Tunes, at the competition venue and as far as possible, compete in the order in which they are called by the Call Steward. A competitor who fails to present him/herself when called for a specific competition, and who has not notified the Call Steward on duty, of a just cause for his/her absence, shall be disqualified from the competition.

37. **The Call Steward shall terminate a competition** after the completion of the performance by the last available competitor, unless he/she has been previously notified that the missing competitor is detained while competing in another competition, in which case the competition shall be kept open for a maximum of fifteen minutes.

Once the Call Steward has closed the competition, it cannot be reopened

38. **Breach of Rules** 2, 4-25 inclusive, Rules 35 & 36 shall entail disqualification.

39. **No communication** with the adjudicator is permissible on the day of competition at the Fleadh venue except through the Call Stewards.

40. **Prompting and Coaching of competitors** during the course of any competition is prohibited.

41. **Objection:** In the event of an objection, the aggrieved party shall within seven days of the termination of the Fleadh, lodge with the Relevant Unit Secretary (Regional/County Secretary in the case of regional/county Fleadh, Provincial Secretary in the case of provincial Fleadh and Ard Rúnaí in the case of Fleadh na hÉireann) a written statement, setting forth the exact grounds of complaint together with a fee of €10, or equivalent in other currencies. These objections shall be considered by the appropriate body, i.e. Regional Board, County Board, Provincial Council or CEC and if the objection is upheld, the €10 shall be returned; otherwise it shall be forfeited to the Board/ Council.

42. **Disputes** involving interpretation of Fleadh Rules shall be resolved by reference to ‘Rialacha Fleadhanna Ceoil’
Adjudication Procedure

43. Only Adjudicators from the official panel and selected by the County / Region, Province or Ard Chomhairle may officiate at any Fleadh. In exceptional circumstances, however, special permission may be sought of CEC or Provincial Council, applicable to All-Ireland, Provincial, County or Regional Fleadh, to engage a person not included in this panel.

44. Adjudicators for solo competitions must not compete in same Fleadh Solo competition of that year, and should as far as possible, be drawn from outside that County, Region or Province.

45. Normally one adjudicator shall officiate at all solo competitions, and two at duet, trio, Grúpaí Ceoil and Céili Bands, three at Marching Band competitions. (Adjudicators may confer). In these competitions, one adjudicator shall give a brief oral adjudication in general and constructive terms, after the conclusion of the competition.

He/She shall write constructive comments on each adjudication sheet and shall award an individual mark for each tune played or song sung, apart from competitions for Grúpaí Ceoil and Marching Bands. Adjudicators should recognise and comment favourably on all traditional styles of playing.

Adjudicators shall have due regard for the feelings or sensitivities of competitors when writing comments and allocating marks, which will be recorded on the adjudication sheets.

46. Adjudicators may withhold the awarding of a first prize, should competitors fail to reach a meritorious standard.

47. Where a competitor fails to compete, a note clearly indicating this shall be written on that competitor’s adjudication sheet and the sheet then signed by the adjudicator/s and the adjudicators clerk or call steward.

48. Adjudication – Céili Bands & Marching Bands:

i) In all Céili Band Competitions at Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann a minimum of four (Five if possible) adjudicators will officiate. Seated apart, they shall mark their adjudication sheet separately and the final results compiled using the recognised points system: 11, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.

ii) In Senior Céili Band Competitions at Provincial Fleadhanna a minimum of Four (Five if possible) adjudicators will officiate. Seated apart, they shall mark their adjudication sheets separately and the final result compiled using the recognised points system: 11. 7. 5. 4. 3. 2. 1.

iii) In all other Céili Band competitions at Provincial Fleadhanna where adjudicators are seated apart a minimum of four (Five if possible) adjudicators will officiate. They shall mark their adjudication sheets separately and the final result compiled using the recognised points system: 11. 7. 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. The Points System (11. 7. 5. 4. 3. 2. 1) works best when there are at least seven bands in the competition.

iv) In Marching Band competitions, adjudicators may confer and come to an agreed decision.

49. At Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann an adjudicator may not be used in the same competition on two consecutive years, where possible.
49. **Recommendations**: Winners of First and Second prizes shall qualify from County Fleadhanna to Provincial Fleadhanna and from Provincial Fleadhanna to Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann, in the same year, together with a maximum of one other competitor in each competition, if the adjudicator is satisfied that the competitors have reached a sufficiently high standard in the appropriate grade.

Endorsement. Where a competitor other than first or second prize winner is nominated, the appropriate, original, adjudication sheet, suitably endorsed and signed by the Adjudicator, must accompany the official returns. Nominations not accompanied by such a sheet cannot be accepted by Provincial Council or Ardchomhairle. Such nominations are entirely a matter for the Adjudicator and **should only be made in the case of an exceptionally good performance**.

In the case of competitions judged by adjudicators sitting apart, and a points system, the following procedure shall apply:

On the allocation of first, second and third prize based on the points system by the competition steward each adjudicator will be informed, on an individual basis of the placings. Each adjudicator shall then individually be asked as to whether they regard the third place as being of significant merit to be recommended. The majority decision shall always apply, in the case of three and five adjudicators a 2:1 and at least a 3:2 majority respectively. In the case of 4 adjudicators a majority will also apply – a minimum of 3 out the 4 adjudicators need to endorse the recommendation.

In the case of Comhrá Gaeilge competitions, a maximum of five in each category may qualify for the Provincial Fleadh and Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann.

50. **Clerks and Stewards**
The Fleadh Executive Committee shall arrange adequate stewarding for the efficient running of the Fleadh, its competitions, concerts, céilithe and displays.

It shall provide satisfactory amplification for Official Opening, Pageant, Concert and Céilithe.

(a) Centres where competitions are held shall provide Door Stewards and other staff as required.

(b) The County / Region, Province or CEC shall be responsible for selecting:

- A Competition Call Steward:
  This steward shall arrange for the starting and finishing of each competition.

An Adjudicator’s Clerk:
He/she shall be responsible for preparing the adjudicating sheets and shall return to the County / Regional, Provincial or CEC Secretary, as appropriate, all completed adjudication sheets, result sheets and any other relevant documents.

97. **Qualifiers** All competitions at Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann are confined to the following:

(i) Those who have secured first and second prizes, together with appropriately validated recommended third prize winners, together with the five prize winners in the ‘Comhrá Gaeilge’, competitions at the Provincial Fleadhanna-the seven qualifying Fleadhanna as per Rule 3 - in the current year.

(ii) Competitors of a sufficiently high standard, normally resident in countries where no qualifying Fleadhanna are held and whose entries reach Cultúrlann na hÉireann not later than one calendar month prior to the Fleadh. Where more than two entries are received for any one competition from any one country, the Comhaltas Competitions Officer shall arrange an elimination competition prior to the competition proper.

(iii) Those who won First Prize in the Over 18 (Age Group D) at Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann in the previous year, the winners of the over 35 Mixed Set Competition comp.47L and the Pipe Bands comp. 30E This does not include winners of Newly Composed Ballads, Amhráin Nua Cheaptha and Newly Composed Tunes.
21. Competitions 40-43 Rince Céili / Céili Dancing Competitions

Ladies 8 Hand, Mixed 8 Hand, Ladies 4 Hand, Mixed 4 Hand Age Groups A,B,C & D

i) Competitions are open to non-members as well as to members of Comhaltas.

ii) Names of team members together with entry fees must accompany entry to county/regional Fleadhanna

iii) Age groups -- (a) = U12; (b) =12-15; (c) = 15-18; (d) = Over 18. Ages are determined as and from 1st January in year of competition in all categories. Age determination in respect of Fleadh Rules and In the Bunreacht are interpreted as follows: e.g. If a person’s 12th birthday falls on Jan 1st then that person competes in the 12-15 age category, similar application for other age groups Birth Certificates must be produced if requested.

iv) Mixed 8 Hand Céili Dance Teams in 12/15, 15/18 & Senior must consist of four male and four female dancers and two male and two female dancers in mixed 4 Hand Céili Dance Teams

v) U 12 Mixed 8 Hand Céili Dance Teams should, as far as possible, consist of 4 male and 4 female, but should contain a minimum of three male in the case of 8 Hand Céili and a minimum of one male in the case of U 12 Mixed 4 Hand Céili Dance

vi) A maximum of two dancers in the case of 8 Hand Céili Dance and a maximum of one dancer in the case of 4 Hand Céili Dance are allowed to dance in the next higher age group only, regardless of whether they have danced in their own age group or not. i.e. two dancers for 8 Hand and one dancer for 4 Hand under 12 may dance 12/15 but cannot dance 15/18. The same applies for 12/15, 15/18 and Senior.

vii) No competitor may dance more than once in any one competition i.e. any dancer may not compete with two different teams in the same competition or in the same competition in more than one county.

viii) Substitution: A maximum of two dancers in the case of 8 Hand Céili dance and a maximum of one dancer in the case of 4 Hand Céili can be substituted from the original entry submitted to county/regional Fleadhanna.

ix) Competitors may only perform 4 Hand or 8 Hand Céili Dances from “Ár Rinci Fóirne 1.2.3., the Céili dancing books issued by An Coimisiún le Rinci Gaeilge.

x) Recall: The following applies: Fé 12, 12-15, 15-18 & Senior – a body and one new figure (not previously danced in the competition by the team).

xi) Two 4-hand dances will not meet the requirements of 8 Hand Competition.

xii) The adjudicators will signify that they have seen enough of the dance by ringing a bell. Competitors are advised to have the selected dance rehearsed in full.

xiii) Simple and appropriate dress code: no school of dancing costumes allowed; no dancing wigs allowed; no tips or built-up shoes allowed.

xiv) Marching on and off stage to music accompaniment is not permitted.

xv) The adjudicators’ decision is final.

xvi) Managers, mentors, teachers etc. are not allowed to coach teams during performance.

xvii) Winners of over 18 (D) Céili dancing :Ladies and Mixed competitions, at Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann in the previous year are ineligible to compete in the same competition, at County/Regional or Provincial Fleadh.

xviii) The organising committee is responsible for providing the musical accompaniment. All teams must dance to the music provided. Musical accompaniment is confined to acoustic instruments only – no electronic devices such as rhythm/drum machines or such like devices are allowed. Keyboard in piano mode only may be used.

xix) Only amplification/P.A. system(s) supplied by the organising coiste is allowed’.

xx) Failure to comply with the above may lead to disqualification.
22. Competitions 44–47 Comórtas Seif Traidisiúnta/ Set Dancing Competitions

Ladies Traditional Full Set, Mixed Traditional Full set (Age Groups A, B, C &D)
Mixed Traditional Half Set U 18 (Age Group F) Traditional Half Set over 18 (Age Group D)
Mixed Set Over 35s (Age Group L only)

i) Names of team members together with entry fees must accompany entry to county/regional Fleadhanna

ii) Age groups — (a) = U12; (b) =12-15; (c) = 15-18; (d) = Over 18; Ages are determined as and from 1st January in year of competition in all categories. Age determination in respect of Fleadh Rules and In the Bunreacht are interpreted as follows: e.g. If a person’s 12th birthday falls on Jan 1st then that person competes in the 12-15 age category, similar application for other age groups. Birth Certificates must be produced if requested.

iii) Mixed Full Set Dancing Teams in 12/15, 15/18 & Senior must consist of four male and four female dancers and two male and two female dancers in Mixed Half set Dancing Teams.

iv) U 1 2 Mixed Full Set Dancing Teams should, as far as possible, consist of four male and four female, but should contain a minimum of three male in the case of full sets.

v) A maximum of two dancers in the case of full sets and a maximum of one dancer in the case of half sets are allowed to dance in the next higher age group only, regardless of whether they have danced in their own age group or not. i.e. Two dancers for full set dancing teams under 12 may dance 12-15 but cannot dance 15-18, same applies for 12-15, 15/18 and Senior. Mixed Set Over 35’s - all dancers must be over 35 years.

vi) No competitor may dance more than once in any one competition i.e. any dancer may not compete with two different teams in the same competition or in the same competition in more than one county.

vii) Substitution: A maximum of 2 dancers in the case of full set, and a maximum of 1 dancer in the case of half set can be substituted from the original entry submitted to county/regional Fleadhanna.

viii) Parts: Competitors in the senior set dancing and over 35 years competitions are required to dance three parts of a traditional set or half set. Two of the parts will be of their own choice, and one part nominated by the adjudicator. In the senior set dancing competitions the adjudicators will announce their choice of part before the start of the competition. Competitors in junior sets and half sets will be required to dance two parts of a traditional set.

ix) Recall: Fé 12, 12-15 & 15-18: One new part (not previously danced in the competition by the team). Senior & Over 35: One new part (not previously danced in the competition by the team). When a team has selected a set with only three parts they must dance one new part from a different set.

x) While competitors in the full set competition may also dance in the half set competition and vice-versa, only recognised traditional half sets will be accepted e.g. Wexford Half Set. East Galway Half Set etc. Adapting or converting a recognised full set to a half set is not permitted.

xi) All dancing must cease at the end of the recognised part. Simple and appropriate dress code, no school of dancing costumes allowed. No dancing wigs allowed, no tips or built up shoes allowed.

xii) Marching on and off the stage to music accompaniment is not permitted.

xiii) The adjudicators’ decision is final

xiv) Managers, mentors, teachers are not allowed to coach teams during the performance

xv) Winners of over 18 (D) Set Dancing Ladies & Mixed, Mixed Set Over 35 competitions at Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann in the previous year are ineligible to compete in the same competition, in the County/Regional or Provincial Fleadh.

xvi) Teams must provide their own live music. Musical accompaniment is confined to acoustic instruments only No electronic devices such as rhythm/drum machines or such like devices are allowed. Keyboard in piano mode only may be used. Only amplification/PA system(s) supplied by the organising coiste is allowed.

xvii) Failure to comply with the above may lead to disqualification
23. Competition 48  Rince ar an Sean Nós

*As of Fleadhanna Ceoil 2014 this competition is provided for by Rialacha Fleadhanna Ceoil and comprises an official Fleadh Cheoil Competition.*

i) This competition is intended for Traditional Style Sean nós dancing

ii) Competitions are open to non-members as well as to members of Comhaltas.

iii) Age groups (a U12  (b)12-15  (c)15-18  (d Over 18;  
Ages are determined as and from 1st January in year of competition in all categories. Birth Certificates must be produced if requested. Age determination in respect of Fleadh Rules and in the Bunreacht are interpreted as follows: For example: If a person’s 12th birthday falls on Jan 1st then that person competes in the 12-15 age category and is similarly applied in respect of the other categories)

iv) One dance of competitor’s own choice to be performed, e.g. reel, jig, hornpipe (this must not exceed three minutes).

v) No tips or built up shoes allowed.

vi) No props of any kind allowed.

vii) The organising Committee is responsible for providing the musical accompaniment. All dancers must dance to the music provided. No electronic devices such as rhythm/drum machines or such like devices are allowed. Keyboard in piano mode only may be used.

viii) Only amplification/P.A. system(s) supplied by the organising coiste is allowed

ix) The adjudicators’ decision is final.

x) Winners of Over 18 (Grade d) Sean Nós Dancing Competition at Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann in the previous year are ineligible to compete in the same competition, in the County / Regional or Provincial Fleadh.

xi) Failure to comply with the above may lead to disqualification.

24. As with official Fleadh Cheoil competitions, except Comhrá Gaeilge, the following applies to rince céili, rince seit and rince ar an sean-nós: Winners of First and Second prizes shall qualify from County Fleadhanna to Provincial Fleadhanna and from Provincial Fleadhanna to Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann, in the same year, together with a maximum of one other competitor in each competition, if the adjudicator is satisfied that the competitors have reached a sufficiently high standard in the appropriate grade.